Expression of cytokeratins in squamous cell carcinomas of the larynx: immunohistochemical analysis and correlation with prognostic factors.
The expression of distinct cytokeratin subtypes in squamous cell carcinomas (SQCC) of the larynx was examined by immunohistochemistry with a panel of monoclonal antibodies (MABs) and different immunophenotypes were correlated with known prognostic factors, such as tumor site, local extension, degree of morphologic differentiation and lymph node metastasis. Among 50 cases of laryngeal SQCC tested, all 22 low grade tumors (Broders I and II) reacted strongly with MABs AE1, AE3 and KB.12, which corresponds to the phenotype of non-neoplastic squamous epithelium of the larynx. MABs K8.13 and K8.60 were negative only in 1 and 4 cases respectively. In these tumors CAM5.2 was either negative (18 cases) or weakly positive (4 cases). In contrast, we found that of 28 high grade SQCC (Broders III and IV) tested, strong reactivity with MABs AE1, AE3, K8.12 and K8.13 was restricted to smaller subsets, whereas CAM5.2 immunoreactivity was seen in 16 cases (57%). By morphological criteria 31 out of 50 cases in our series of SQCC showed keratinization and 30 of these 31 showed coexpression of cytokeratins identified by MABs AE3, K8.12, K8.13 and K8.60 and 29 cases by MAB AE1. The remaining non-keratinizing SQCC showed heterogeneous immunoreactivity for AE1, AE3 and K8.12 in 13 cases, for K8.13 in 12 cases and for K8.60 in 5 cases. Thirty of the 50 SQCC tested had no known lymph node metastasis and of these, 29 reacted with MABs AE1, AE3, K8.12 and K8.13 respectively, the remaining cases being either unreactive or only weakly reactive. Statistical analysis showed no significant differences between cytokeratins expression in SQCC and either anatomical location or local extension (pT).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)